The Chamber tracked over 80 bills in 2018.
June 2018 status HERE

**Chamber-opposed legislation we successfully advocated against:**
- AB 3001 (Bonta)- Building mandate for all electric appliances
- SB 623/844/845 (Monning)- Would have created a water tax
- AB 1000/SB 120- Would have added additional regulatory review to water conveyance projects; created bad precedent
- SB 460 (de Leon)- Guidelines for net neutrality regulation

**Chamber-supported legislation headed to the Governor:**
- SB 910 (Hernandez)- Bars short term health insurance in CA
- AB 2798 (Maienschein)- MRI permit streamlining for hospitals
- SB 1108 (Hernandez)- Prohibits work-requirements for Medi-Cal eligibility
- SB 828 (Wiener)- RHNA reform to accurately assess housing needs
- AB 2162 (Chu)- Allows supportive housing projects by-right
- SB 1227 (Skinner)- Density bonuses for student housing
- SB 905 (Wiener)- Pilot program to extend bar hours in select cities
- AB 427 (Muratsuchi)- Establishes the CA Aerospace and Aviation Commission
- AB 2596 (Cooley)- Directs GO-Biz to develop at CA Economic Development Strategic Plan
- AB 2980 (Gipson)- Allows for shared common space permitting for cannabis businesses
- AB 2548 (Friedman)- Metro commuter benefit ordinance (*Governor signed*)

**Chamber-opposed legislation we’ll be asking the Governor to veto:**
- SB 1300 (Jackson)- Expansion of harassment discrimination and retaliation liability
- SB 1402 (Lara)- Holds end client retailers responsible for trucking company business practices
- AB 3080 (Gonzalez Fletcher)- Ban on settlement and arbitration agreements
- AB 2361 (Weber)- Mandates additional reporting requirements for UC contracting process

**Advocacy helped amend bills to be better for business:**
- SB 1249 (Gagliani)- Animal testing ban, amendments added for limited exemptions
- AB 2447 (Reyes)- Would have added additional CEQA analysis

**Budget victories:**
- Film tax credit extension until 2025
- Small Business Technical Assistance Expansion Program at GO-Biz